
Climate Change and Popular Culture

• Eco-Media and Popular Culture: main
issues

• What is eco-cinema?
• Key forms of eco-cinema: spectacle and

melodrama
• Case-Study and Screening: The Day After

Tomorrow

Reading: Ingram, D. (2009) Four Recent Books on Ecocriticism and Film
and Television, Green Letters, Studies in Ecocriticism. Vol.10(1), pp.78-
84.



Green Media and Popular Culture: 
main issues

• Environmentalists have long distrusted the
media.

• Richard Louv Last Child in the Woods (2008)

• David Ehrenfeld The Arrogance of Humanism

I think that among children an addiction to television,
even ‘educational’ television, at the expense of play and
contact with Nature coarsens and degrades both the mind
and the spirit, but I cannot prove it.



Green Media and Popular Culture: 
main issues

• However, increasing interest now in ‘green
media’ or eco-media.

• Key issues include: nature or environments;
animals; climate change; sustainability

• Film or eco-cinema a major area e.g.

– David Ingram Green Screen 2000

– Stephen Rust, Salma Monani and Sean Cubitt
(eds). 2013. Ecocinema Theory and Practice



What is eco-cinema?

Main genres 

• Science Fiction

• Melodrama

• Animation

• Independent/avant-garde/art cinema

• Documentary



What is eco-cinema?

Main subject matter 

• Landscape (place and environment)

• Animals

• Utopian societies

• Dystopian societies

• (Eco)thrillers



What is eco-cinema?

Paula Willoquet-Maricondi Framing the World
‘Environmentalist’ & alternative, activist ‘ecocinema’
1. ‘Ecocinema’ can educate and mobilise

(documentaries) or re-train our perception
(art(house) films)

2. ‘Environmentalist cinema’ (i.e. Hollywood)
put[s] a topical subject in the service of entertainment. While
environmentalist films can have an impact on audiences’
environmental values, the environmental themes in these
films function primarily as backdrops to plot development, not
as a call to action. (2010: xi)

3. Key question: does ecocinema help or obstruct us
in thinking about climate change ?



What is eco-cinema?

David Ingram Green Screen

• ‘a work in which an environmentalist issue is raised
explicitly and is central to the narrative’ (vii)

• Does not mean that the subject will be treated
seriously or in a coherent way (viii)

• Entertainment more important than message (viii)

• Green issues constrained by the realities of
Hollywood

• Ingram explores these contradictions by looking at
two things: spectacle and melodrama



Spectacle

Brereton, Pat. 2005 Hollywood Utopia: Ecology in
Contemporary American Cinema; Sean Cubitt Eco Media
(2005)
• Brereton has a positive (utopian) view of popular culture;
• Main arguments

– Spectacle in film is inspiring and can reconnect its
audience to nature

– Praises special effects e.g. Spielberg’s Jurassic Park =
generates ‘awe’ towards nature and awareness of
dangers of ‘playing God’ (i.e. biotechnology)

– Long tradition of sci-fi using spectacle to promote
(Brereton) a ‘loosely educational and ethical agenda’
on the environment



Melodrama 

Central to Ingram’s Green Screen

• Lawrence Buell, The Environmental
Imagination. Nature should be more than just
a backdrop to human action

• Ingram – this isn’t what happens in much
Hollywood ‘environmentalist’ film
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LoebZZ8
K5N0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LoebZZ8K5N0


Melodrama 

• Ingram defines melodrama via Linda Williams.

• Melodrama plays on our emotions, invites
sympathy, focused around action, moves
towards a happy ending; human-centred

• Consequences
– Constructs environmental issues as individualised;

heroes v. villains; no moral complexity

– Resolution (closure) of plot simplifies issues

http://www.movie-trailer.co.uk/trailers/2000/erin-
brockovich/#play

http://www.movie-trailer.co.uk/trailers/2000/erin-brockovich/#play


Melodrama

• Science: ecological dangers that are slow, subtle, often
invisible are sped up, simplified, and over-dramatised

• But (Ingram), this is ‘science fiction’ = ‘what if’
scenarios not actual science

• Linda Williams – melodrama’s excitement can at least
generate debate and awareness about controversial
issues

• Ingram partly reads green films like this – as mediating
and popularising green concerns

• Key debate around The Day after Tomorrow (2004)



Next week’s reading

• Welters, L. Introduction, Part XV, Sustainability
and Fashion In L. Welters & Lillethun, A. (Eds.)
The Fashion Reader. Oxford, Berg.


